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Come Visit Our Booth — LET’S TALK ROSES!

Alchemist (Alchymist, Large-Flowered Climber/ Rambler/ Shrub, 
once-blooming .  Reimer Kordes Germany, 1956) 
This is that rare once-bloomer which will perform like a 
trooper even in areas with very mild winters.  Blooms range 
from pale yellow to a ruddy red-gold, giving the effect of 
“Black Hills Gold.”  Graceful and prolific in it massive 
spring bloom, it makes an attractive leafy garden plant 
when not in bloom. 

Alfred de Dalmas (Moss Rose;  (Bred by Laffay; Int. France, 1855; also ref. as 
‘Mousseline’)
‘Alfred de Dalmas’ is a small rose, reaching 2 1/2 ft high. Its canes are densely 
covered in straight short prickles and the buds have the mossy, resin-scented glands 
that are one of the chief delights of Moss Roses. Unlike many Mosses, ‘Alfred de 
Dalmas’ repeats bloom (though perhaps not in summer) with medium-sized shell-
pink flowers that partially open so that the stamens peek through, and with a sweet rose 
fragrance. It's a wonderful choice for a container or to place at the front of a bed.

Anda (Polyantha, Red-blend, Lens, Belgium, 1980) 

Truly red Polyanthas are uncommon, but here is an excellent one. Fruit-scented Crim-
son to scarlet single blooms are carried in generous clusters, on a compact plant of per-
haps 2-ft. tall.  Suitable for use in a container.  



Ballerina (Hybrid Musk, Pink; Bentall ;UK, 1937)

Small, single pink blooms with a white center are held in very 
large sprays, repeating in successive flushes throughout the 
year.  There is a mild, musk fragrance. 5 petals. Average di-
ameter 2". Small, single (4-8 petals) bloom form. Blooms re-
peat in flushes throughout the season on an arching plant of an-

ywhere between 3 and 5 ft

Bouquet Parfait (Hybrid Musk, White Blend; Lens, Belgium, 1989)

A masterpiece from Belgian breeder Louis Lens,‘Bouquet Parfait’ can’t be beat for 
sheer flower-power.  Small, fragrant, very double (26-40 petals) blooms are white, 
edged light pink, and centered with soft yellow. Blooms appear through the season 
on a graceful bush to perhaps 5 ft.

Comtesse du Cayla (China Rose; Orange blend; P. Guillot, France, 1902)

Lightly-fragrant Coppery orange blend blooms flare a soft yellow reverse, with a dis-
tinct saffron shade at the base of the petal. Blooms are of moderate size, in clusters, and are semi-double (9-16 
petals) bloom form. Repeat is excellent through the season. And the colors!  The colors, shift beautifully, sea-
son to season.  We’ve shown multiple photos of ‘Comtesse du Cayla’ to illustrate her remarkable color range 

Enfant de France (Hybrid Perpetual; Lartay, France, 1860 )  Very large, remarkably-
fragrant light pink blooms on an upright, vigorous plant that repeats in successive 
flushes, spring through Fall.  The heaviest bloom is in spring, with scattered repeat 

through summer, followed by a good fall flush.

Ethel Somerset (Classic HT, A. Dickson, U.K., 1921)

Do you wish that roses had no prickles?  ‘Ethel Somerset’
should delight you.   bushy rose, and almost thornless.  Coral
-pink blooms with light pink inner petals cradled by coral-red outer petals. Blooms 
are large, full, and very fragrant.  ‘Ethel Somerset’ blooms in successive flushes 
through the year. 

‘Enfant de France’

‘Ethel Somerset’

“What a lovely thing a rose is!"

He walked past the couch to the open window and held up the drooping stalk of a moss-rose, looking down at the dainty 
blend of crimson and green. It was a new phase of his character to me, for I had never before seen him show any keen 
interest in natural objects.

“There is nothing in which deduction is so necessary as religion,” said he, leaning with his back against the shutters.  
“It can be built up as an exact science by the reasoner. Our highest assurance of the goodness of Providence seems 
to me to rest in the flowers. All other things, our powers, our desires, our food, are all really necessary for our exist-
ence in the first instance. But this rose is an extra. Its smell and its color are an embellishment of life, not a condi-
tion of it. It is only goodness which gives extras, and so I say again that we have much to hope from the flowers.” 

― Arthur Conan Doyle, The Naval Treaty 



Fimbriata (Hybrid Rugosa, Morlet, France1891)

Small, fragrant, Light pink blooms, fringed, in the manner of a dianthus, are 
held in clusters on a healthy bush of some 4- to 5-feet in height. Unlike ‘Ethel 
Somerset,’ lovely ‘Fimbriata’ does have prickles – but they are very handsome 
prickles!
The spring bloom is bountiful, with some repeat bloom scattered through the year.  
I have seen her blooming in Fall, in the un-retouched garden of a historic Rancho 
Period Adobe.  Though that plant has subsequently been lost, ‘Fimbriata’ can sur-
vive in your garden.

Fragrant Plum (Hybrid Tea/Grandiflora; Christensen, U.S., 1990) 

“Mauve or purple blend” translates to: Christensen’s description of “ . . . a 
richly fragrant lavender with deeper edging... . Strong, fruity fra-
grance.” Blooms of some 20 to 25 petals open to medium-large 
blooms.. Medium to large, double (17-25 petals) bloom form. Blooms in 
flushes throughout the season. 

Gardens of the World (Hybrid Tea Rose, Christensen, U.S., 1993)

A little-known masterpiece from Jack Chris-
tensen which deserves to be widely-known, and 
widely-grown.
‘Gardens Of The World’ was named for a Televi-
sion show hosted by the late Audrey Hepburn, and 
though it quickly disappeared from commerce, it 
has been cherished by those fortunate enough to 
grow it.  
Lightly fragrant silvery blooms are edged a vivid 
red/pink.  Pointed buds open fairly quickly do deco-
rative ruffles, but do show a “Rose Show Style”
high center. Bloom is profuse, and ‘Gardens of The World’ is dependably 

disease-free.  This rose grows as vigorously on its own roots as it ever did as a 
commercially-budded plant.

Gentle Annie  (Floribunda, Sean McCann, Ireland, 2000. Int. in Ireland byScattery Roses, 
2000)

I hope there is more than one plant of ‘Gentle Annie’ in this sale.  If not – tough 
for everyone else, because I am buying it myself.  
The late Sean McCann – a multitalented friend to roses and rosarians – bred won-
derful things that were rarely sold in the U.S.  I want this lovely Floribunda – pur-
ple in color and semi-double in form to grow in MY garden.

Gilda (Floribunda; Bred by Colin A. Pearce, U.K., 1987; 

‘Gilda’ is a perfect example of preservation through the honora-
ble garden tradition of “Passalong”.

This strongly-fragrant light pink Floribunda, is not available in 
the United States, and it appears no longer to be in commerce in 
the U.K.  If roses like this are not shared by those who love 
them, they are eventually doomed to extinction.  

Don’t let that happen to ‘Gilda’.



Glad Tidings (Floribunda, Dark Red;  Bred in Germany by Hans Jurgen Evers; Int. 1988 by 
Tantau Roses as 'Victoria'.)

Dark red buds open to cups of 16-20 petals.  ‘Glad Tidings’ is resistant to mildew 
and rust (may be affected by blackspot where that is a problem).  No fragrance – just 
bushels of dark red beauty.

Grandmother's Hat (Found Rose, ?Hybrid Perpetual?, F. Boutin, Altadena, CA 1972; B 
Worl, Bay Area, CA; “Altadena Drive Pink HP”, “Grandma’s Hat”, “Barbara Worl”)

Several “historic identities” have been claimed for this remarkably 
lovely and garden-worthy rose.  None to date is proven – so the pre-
ferred name remains “Grandmother’s Hat” – applied by Barbara 
Worl, who said it reminded her of the silk roses on her grandmother’s 
hats.

“Grandmother’s Hat” is fragrant.  Very fragrant! It lasts well in a 
vase, if picked tight, and it can be shown (and frequently wins) in the 
“found roses” class at rose shows.  But its true starring role is in the 
garden.

Grow this rose pruned as you would a Hybrid Tea Rose.  Or espalier it 
as a lovely low climber.  Or allow it to grow up and free-form to an 
east 7 ft. in height.  Your choice.  It is as adaptable as it is lovely.

HIGHLY resistant to mildew and rust, “Grandmother’s Hat” may be affected by blackspot, where that is a 
problem.  Deadhead it regularly for continuous bloom throughout the year.

Honorine de Brabant (Bourbon/?Provins? Disc. 
by Rémi Tanne ; France, 1916)
Strongly fragrant  very double blooms, cupped and 
quartered, are streaked, striped, and stippled, violet on 
light pink to blush. 

Spring bloom is heaviest, with occasional repeat later 
in the season. 

Jersey Beauty (Wichuriana Hybrid Rambler, M.H.Horvath, U.S., 1899, Int. by Pitcher & Manda, 1899)

Yellow buds open to light yellow 3-inch single blooms, ageing warm white.  
The strongly-fragrant blooms are held in large clusters on a climbing plant 
with dark green glossy foliage.  

This is a true Rambler, once-blooming, spring/summer, and capable of a 
height of 12- to 16-feet, with a 10-foot spread.

“I’d give a pretty penny to know what exactly that rose is!” Laurel’s 
mother would say every spring, when it opened is first translucent flowers 
of the true rose color.

“It s an old one, with an old fragrance, and has every right to its own 
name, but nobody in Mount Salus is interested in giving it to me. All I 
had to do was uncover it and give it the room it asked for. Look at it! It’s 
on its own roots, of course, utterly strong.  That old root may be a hun-
dred years old!”

“Or older,” Judge McKelva had said, giving her, from the deck chair, his 
saturnine smile. “Strong as an old apple tree.”

-- Eudora Welty, The Optimist s Daughter



Joasine Hanet (Damask Perpetual/Hybrid Perpetual/Portland, Vibert, France, 1847,  AKA: “The Portland From Glen-
dora”,“Aunt Sally”, “Glendora”, ‘Johasine Hanet’, “Kew Cemetery Portland;  Damask-Perpetual, Found, Altadena, CA, Fred Bou-

tin; Found, Columbia, CA, F. Boutine, Found, others, Identified as ‘Joasine Han-
et’)
Among the loveliest of roses, this beauty was found by botanist Fred 

Boutin, at a historic ranch in the hills above Glendora.  Boutin found 
it again in in Columbia, CA., and it has been found in other locations, 
including a historic Australian cemetery.  

Deep pink blooms, held in lovely clusters, are shaded violet, deeply 
quartered, and with a button eye.  The damask fragrance is strong in 
this lovely rose, which repeats in successive flushes through the year.  
“The Portland From Glendora” will make a compact plant of some 
8-ft. tall, but it can be kept to a smaller size through pruning.  Canes 
are very prickly!  Once-established, this rose is drought-resistant, and 
the lazy gardener will be happy to know that it is “self-cleaning.”

Laure Davoust (Laffay, France, 1834; Parentage un-recorded, probably Multiflora)

Small double blooms open quartered, in a medium-to-light pink, and fade blush, 
opening to an inviting rosette form.  Fragrance is mild, but sweet, and the blooms 

are bourne in very large clusters on a vigorous rambler/
climber or robust Shrub.  Height of 12' to 20' ; Width of 8' but 
pruning after the spring bloom can restrain the size. 

Lyda Rose (Shrub; Kleine Lettunich, U.S., 1994)

‘Lyda Rose’ was bred in Northern California by 
Kleine Lettunich from 'Francis E. Lester.’  It was
named for her daughter and the song from The Music Man.  Very fragrant 
2-1/2 inch white blooms, edged lavender-pink, are produced in large sprays on long cutting stems and literally 
cover the bush.  Pink Reverse, yellow stamens.  Occasional repeat later in the season. The disease-free plant 
has an arching habit of 4- to 5-ft.

Marie Pavié (Polyantha; Alégatière, France, 1888)

Blush, white shading, darker center. Soft-pink bud clusters swirl 
open and mature to pure white. Moderate fragrance. up to 25 
petals. Average diameter 1.75". Small to medium, double (17-25 
petals), in large clusters, rosette bloom form. Blooms in flushes 
throughout the season. Highly disease-resistant and ever-
blooming.

“It was June, and the world smelled of roses.
The sunshine was like 

powdered gold 
over the grassy hillside.” 

― Maud Hart Lovelace, Betsy-Tacy and Tib 



Mary Rose ([David Austin “English Garden”] Shrub Rose; ‘The Wife of Bath’ x ‘The Miller’)

The Rose named for a ship . . .
The Mary Rose was a carrack-type warship of the English Tudor navy of King Hen-
ry VIII – who named his ship to honor his beloved younger sister.  
After serving for 33 years in several wars against France, Scottland, and Brittan,  
and after being substantially rebuilt in 1536, she saw her last action on 19 July 
1545. 
While leading the attack on a French invasion fleet, she sank in the Solent, off the 
Isle of Wight.  
The wreck of the Mary Rose was rediscovered in 1971, and it was salvaged in 1982 
by the Mary Rose Trust, in one of the most complex and expensive projects in the 
history of maritime archaeology. 

Among the earlier – but still among the best – of the David Austin 
“English Garden” Shrub roses, we find ‘Mary Rose’— named to honor 
and sold to benefit the Mary Rose Trust.  

Strongly fragrant, very full pink blooms, like ballerina’s tutus are carried 
in small clusters throughout the season.  The bush is compact and upright 
to perhaps 4- or 5-feet, forming a nice round ball of flowers and blooms.  

‘Mary Rose’ is resistant to mildew and rust, and reasonably resistant to blackspot.  The blooms are wonderful 
in a vase, and she can still make an excellent rose show entry

Mary Wallace (Wichurana Climber/Rambler; Bred by Dr. Walter van 
Fleet, U.S., bef. 1922, Int. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1924 as 'Mary Wallace')

Large fragrant pink blooms with salmon-pink undertones. Carried 
singly or in small clusters, they open to a gently-cupped 
form. ‘Mary Wallace’ blooms in great profusion in the spring or 
summer, with some scattered repeat.  This lovely rambler is virtual-
ly thornless.

Mendocino Honey (Found Rose, Alice Flores [Mendocino, CA]; 
HT/?Pernetiana?)
Alice Flores has spent years exploring the intriguing roses brought to Mendocino, CA in the 19th and early 20th centuries, particu-

larly those planted there by early California rosarian, Daisy MacCallum.  

Alice Says:  “Mendocino Honey” came to my attention in the 1990s in Mendocino, growing in a private 
garden in a spot it had occupied since the 1930s.
When the 90s owner re-did the garden, he or she removed the rose, 
and it was “saved” by a woman named Honey. I acquired it from 
Honey later, and the original plant (moved yet again) is now 
gone. Best guess is that it was brought to Mendo by Daisy Mac-
Callum, and passed along. Clearly a Pernetiana, with some at-
tendant fungal vulnerability. A great rose, growing well for me 
here.1. Fragrant! Best-guess ID - ‘Mari Dot’. Jury's out.”

1.  On the California coast, Near Mendocino, CA

“Truths and roses
have thorns about them.” 

~ Henry David Thoreau, American author 1817- 1862



Mme. Caroline Testout (Hybrid Tea Rose, Med. Pink, Joseph Pernet-Ducher, France, 1890) 
Master rose hybridizer Paul Barden says of ‘Mme. Caroline Testout’:

“Bred by Pernet-Ducher in 1890 'Mme. Caroline Testout' was as popular 
and widely grown in its time as 'Peace' was in the mid to late 1900's. Many 
seasoned rose growers consider this to be one of the finest pink Hybrid 
Teas ever created and I'm inclined to agree. 
Shortly before World War One, the city of Portland, Oregon planted 10,000 
bushes of 'Mme. Caroline Testout' along its streets, thus earning the city 
its nickname of “The City Of Roses”. Many of those plants survived in the 
city and you cannot travel far without spotting a fine specimen growing in 
someone's yard, no doubt grown from a cutting of one of the original bush-
es.1.  It wants to survive, and to its breeder's credit, people want it to survive 
as well! 
'Mme. Caroline Testout' is a lovely thing, but a rose whose subtle beauty 
can only truly be appreciated when one lives with the rose for a time. It is a 
soft pink unsullied by any other hue, often described as a “silvery pink” 
color. It is always a bright and cheerful pink, contrasted beautifully by its 
slightly bluish-green, matte foliage. The merits of this rose are to be found 
in the effect of the entire shrub; its graceful growth, beautiful healthy foli-
age topped off by those voluptuous globes of gently scrolled clear pink pet-
als. The fragrance is light and of the phenolic Tea variety. Bloom is gener-
ous in both quantity and regularity; an unfailing delight.” 

1. Sadly, in very recent years, many of these venerable plants have been lost.  Sad for the City.  Sad for the world.

Opal Brunner (Cl. Floribunda, Light pink; Marshall, U.S., circa 1948) 
The parentage of this lovely Salmon-pink climber is unrecorded, but the 

rose is a delight. Musk, really, is the most delicious of rose fragrances – a 
kiss of honey and spice.  Find that in abundance on this lovely climber, to 10 
ft.  Happily, ‘Opal Brunner’ blooms in repeated flushes through the season.  
A rose that should be much better known.

Paul Neyron (Paul Neyron (Hybrid Perpetual, Levet, 1869)

This is a really BIG PINK ROSE! BIG! PINK!  BIG!
Huge many-petalled (50-55) cupped blooms are displayed in great profusion 

on a large upright plant (4- to 7-ft) 
Bloom will be heaviest in the spring, scarce in hot summer months, and ample 
again in the Fall.
Rosarians can (and do!) argue endlessly about whether or not ‘Paul Neyron’ is 
fragrant.  To some it is deliriously fragrant.  To others, absolutely not.  All, how-
ever, agree that it is huge, showy, and really lovely.  

Did you hear about the rose that grew from 
a crack in the concrete?

Provin nature's laws wrong it learned how to walk 
without havin’ feet 

Funny it seems but, by keepin’ its dreams
it learned to breathe FRESH air 

Long live the rose that grew from concrete when 
no one else even cared  No one else even cared.. 

The rose that grew from concrete. 
― Tupac Shakur, The Rose That Grew from Concrete 



The “Peggy Martin” Rose (Found Rose, Remontant Rambler)

When Hurricane Katrina devastated Southern Louisiana, just two plants survived in Peggy Martin’s 
Plaquemines Parish Garden.  One of them was this disease-free, thornless , repeat-blooming climbing 
rose.

Peggy says:  “I was given cuttings of the thornless climber in 1989 by Ellen Dupriest who had gotten 
her rose cuttings from her mother-in-law, Faye Dupriest. Faye had gotten her cuttings from a rela-
tive’s garden in New Orleans. When I first saw this rose it was in full bloom and smothered the 8ft 
wooden fence in Ellen’s back yard. It took my breath away! I had never seen a rose so lushly beauti-
ful with thornless bright green, disease-free foliage. All along the canes were clusters of roses that 
resembled perfect nosegays of blooms". 

Since the hurricane, the “Peggy Martin Rose” has become symbolic among gardeners of renewal and 
re-growth .  Re-introduced To Commerce by Dr. Wm. Welch & The Antique Rose Emporium. 

Quinceanera (Floribunda,Kim Rupert, U.S. Winnifred Coulter x Greensleeves) 

This delightful Floribunda Rose is unlikely to grow much above 3-ft., and could 
stay even smaller.  If so, it’s a lotta’ rose in a small package.

Its breeder, Kim Rupert said: “After having been begged for several years to 
name this rose, it has finally spoken its name to me. I shared the idea with a few 
good friends. Carolyn Supinger, the strength and brains behind Sequoia Nursery 
for many years, put it best, "I like this name, the rose is much too happy, and cele-
brates life." 

(For those not familiar with the celebration, in some Latin American Societies, the 
Quinceanera is a coming of age party, "the fifteenth birthday", somewhat like a 
Sweet Sixteen Birthday party.”)

R. canina  (Species; “Dog-Rose”; a variable climbing wild rose species native to Europe, NW Africa, and Western Asia)

R. canina, is a deciduous shrub, which can be a shrub to 4-ft., or scramble up into the crowns of taller trees.  
Its stems are covered with small, sharp, hooked prickles. Small single blooms are usually pale pink, but can 
vary between a deep pink and white (see above) and mature into an oval hep.  

R. canina is high in antioxidents.  The heps, with a high Vitamin C content, have been used to make syrup, 
teas, and even marmalade.  From its use in “Victory” gardens, R. canina can still be found growing throughout 
the United States, including roadsides, and in wet, sandy areas up and down coastlines. 

Forms of this plant are sometimes used as rootstocks (usually, in Europe). The wild plant is planted as a nurse 
or cover crop, or as a stabilizing plant in land reclamation, and wild gardens.

“Just remember, in the winter, far beneath the bitter snow,
There’s a seed that with the sun’s love,

In the spring, becomes a rose
— Leanne Rhimes



Reine des Violettes (Hybrid Perpetual, Vibert, France, 1849;  Seedling 

or sport of Pope Pius IX [HP, Vibert, 1849 Large blooms of violet, shaded 
paler at the center, are cupped, quartered, and reflexed.  50 to 75 pet-
als make a swirl of shades of color to rival any pastel masterpiece.  
‘Reine des Violettes’ is strongly fragrant. 
Bloom is profuse, on a gracefully arching plant that is totally thorn-
less.  Growing from 4- to 8-ft., this beauty can be used as a low climb-
er, should that suit your fancy.  As is true of most Hybrid Perpetuals, 
the spring bloom is heaviest, with only a few blooms during the hot-
test summer weeks – but cooling Fall temperatures coax forth another 
good display of bloom.

Rustlers Gold (FOUND Hybrid Tea Rose/Pernetiana [A. Flores, et al])

Some roses just have it all!
What a beauty this is, discovered in a Sierra Foothills cemetery.  
Unlike some Hybrid Tea Roses, “Rustler’s Gold” grows and 
blooms well on her own roots. 

AND WHAT BLOOMS!

Classically pointed blooms swirl open slowly – usually to 
“exhibition” form – then open fully to reveal striking red stamens.  
Foliage is dark green, glossy, and remarkably disease-free.  

There is speculation that the true identity of this rose may be 
‘Julien Potin’ (“Golden Pernet”) Bred by Joseph Pernet-Ducher, 
introduced in France, 1927, and in the U.S. in the same year.  

Those dates fit well with the dates on the grave where “Rustler’s Gold” was discovered.  (NOTE:  The mother 
plant has now been lost.)

Simon Robinson  (Hybrid Wichurana; Miniature; Shrub; Thomas Robinson, U.K., 
1982)  

Proof positive that good things come in small packages.  

‘Simon Robinson’ covers itself in flushes of bloom, one after another, through the 
season.  And it’s fragrant!  This delightful rose of moderate stature defies categori-
zation. It’s like a polyantha? It’s a miniature?  Expect a handsome bush, to 4-ft. 

The simple single blooms are a strong, deep pink, held in generous clusters on a 
handsome, disease-free plant.

Slater's Crimson China (China Rose, Ancient.  Bred by Un-known Chinese breeders, before 1789; Int. U.K. 1789 by 
Gilbert Slater as ‘R.s semperflorens’). 

One of the original “Four Stud Chinas” which – brought to the West – and shared the gift of repeat bloom to 
European roses.  

No one knows who created this rose – or if it was, in fact, a gift of nature.  
What we do know is that it is disease-free, and blooms throughout the year –
even, once-established – drought-tolerant.  This is one of a small handful of 

“My lady’s presence makes the roses red,
because to see her lips, 
they blush for shame.” 

— H. Constable



“essential” roses that should grace all California gardens.

Smith's Parish (Found Rose;  
Bermuda Mystery Rose; Tea Rose; Red/
White blend)

This buxom beauty, one of the 
famous “Bermuda Mystery Roses”
is probably a gift to us from some 
mysterious Chinese rose breeder of 
Centuries Past. The blooms vary 
wildly in petallage, form, and col-
oration – with different sorts of 
blooms on different parts of the 

plant.  “Smith’s Parish” (which may very well be the lost ‘Five-Colored Rose’ obtained by Robert Fortune in 
the 18th Century from China’s Fa-Tee Nursery) likes to be a very large plant – say, 5 to 8 feet.  It is dependably 
free from rose diseases, and will bloom year ‘round, if allowed to do so.

Snowbird  (Hybrid Tea Rose, white/near white/white blend; Robt. M. Hatton, U.S., 1936)

Huge Creamy blooms open from fat buds to a romantic flat rosette of 26-40 pet-
als offering a glance at a more-romantic past.  The fragrance is strong, rich, with 
just a hint of citrus.  The foliage is touch, leahery, and dependably disease-free.  

‘Snowbird’ repeats in successive flushes through the season.

Once-established, this rose is incredibly tough and drought-resistant.  Old plants 
are found from time to time in deserted gardens where they have survived for dec-
ades with no care at all.  Officials say growth is to three feet, but we have seen 
‘Snowbird’ grow taller, where conditions are mild.  Once among the most favored 
exhibition roses, ‘Snowbird’ should still be a centerpiece in every California gar-
den.

Souv. de Brod (Erinnerung an Brod; Hybrid Setigera, Mauve 
blend, Geschwind, Austria-Hungary bef.1884). 

A vigorous climber of moderate size (1- to 8-ft.) .  The blooms, in 
generous clusters appear in profusion spring-summer.  There’s no re-
peat, but who could resist these big, ruffled purple blooms, centered 
red.  
There is a moderate “Old Rose” fragrance.  Bloom form is flat and 
quartered.  ‘Souvenir de Brod’ (or, call it ‘Erinnerung an Brod’) is 
heat tolerant, rain tolerant, and even shade tolerant.  

Sweet Afton (Hybrid Tea Rose, Armstrong & Swim, U.S., 1964)

White blooms, with a light pink reverse are strongly, sweetly, fragrant.  
Blooms are quite large, and with 17-25 petals, will open dependably in any con-
ditions.  ‘Sweet Afton’ blooms repeatedly through the season, on a tall, spread-
ing bush.  Dark green, leathery foliage makes a perfect background for the deli-
cate-looking blooms.  Expect ‘Sweet Afton’ to grow as tall as 7-ft., depending 
upon conditions.  

What’s in a name?  That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.

— W. Shakespeare


